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ARSTRACT 
Given a polynomial P( X1,. . . , X,) ER[X], we calculate a subspace G, of the 
linear space (X) generated by the indeterminates which is minimal with respect to 
the property PER[G,] (the algebra generated by Gp), and prove its uniqueness. 
Furthermore, we use this result to characterize the pairs (P, Q) of polynomials 
P(X,,..., X,) and Q(X,,..., X,) for which there exists an isomorphism T: (X)-+(X) 
that “separates P from Q,” i.e., such that for some k (1 <k < n) we can write P and Q 
as P,(Y,,..., Y,) and Q*(Yk+l,..., Y,) respectively, where Y = TX. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let L be the dual space of R”, i.e., the space of R-linear mappings on R”; 
we denote by R[H] the subalgebra of R[ X,, . . . , X,] generated by H CL, 
where X,,..., X, are the projections X,(x1 ,..., x,)=xi, l<i<n. Thus, 
R[X] = R[L]. 
Now, given any polynomial function PER[X], we introduce the set of its 
mth order derivatives, namely, we put 




aslx . ..p"x.' Is( = 5 si 
1 i=l 
and N denotes the nonnegative integers. It is easy to verify tbatVk-‘P(X) CL 
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if P is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k; we call the elements of 
Vk-‘P(X) the linear derivatives of P. Moreover, we define V”P(X) = {P(X)}. 
Finally, given a vector space V and a set UCV, we denote by (U) the 
subspace generated by U. 
2. THE MINIMAL GENERATING SPACE G, 
In this section we associate to each polynomial P the subspace G, of L 
generated by its linear derivatives, i.e., the derivatives in L, and then we 
prove that P belongs to the algebra generated by G,, and that moreover, this 
space is unique with respect to this property of being minimal. 
In order to achieve this aim, let PeR[X] and write P(X)=Z&P,(X), 
where Pk is the kth homogeneous component of P. Then we set 
and call G, the generating Space of P. As we pointed out in the pre- 
liminaries, Vk-‘P,(X) CL, and thus G, CL. 
The following lemma states, in particular, that G, is independent of the 
basis chosen for L. 
LEMMA. Let T: L-+L be an R-linear immorphism, let X = (X,, . . . , X,) 
be a basis of L, and let Y = TX. Then for PER[L] and for each integer k > 0, 
the following subspaces of R[L] are equul: 
(V’P(X)) =(VkP(T-‘Y)). 
The proof is an immediate consequence of the “chain rule” for the 
derivation of a composite function. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P be a homogeneous polymid, and let G be a 
subspace of L. Zf PER[G], then G,c G. 
Indeed, the linear derivatives of P are linear combinations of the inde- 
terminates of P (which generate a subspace of G). 
PROPOSITION 2. PER[G,]. 
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Proof. First assume P is homogeneous. Let (Y,, . , . , Y,) be a basis of G,, 
and extend it to a basis Y of L. Let a(,)Y(ti =a ,,.,, ,,Y;’ . . . Y: be a nonzero 
monomial of P*(Y) : = P(X), and assume q>O. Then with s= (ri,. . . ,q 
-l,..., r,,) we obtain (by Lemma 1) 
VP*(Y)= 5 ckYk EG,, with Ci=(r,)!*+“)!a(,)#O. (1) 
k=l 
Since (Y,,...,Y,) is a basis for G,, (1) implies i < q. Hence PER[G,] 
holds. 
To handle the nonhomogeneous case, assume P= cr= oPk, where Pk 
denotes the kth homogeneous component of P. Then Pk E R[GrJ implies 
The following result summarizes Propositions 1 and 2. 
THEOREM 1. Let P be any polynomial function (i.e., PER[L]), and let G 
be a subs-pace of L. Then PER[G], and G i-s minimal with respect to this 
property if and only if G=G,. 
COROLL‘4xY. For a given polynomial PER[X,, . . . , X,], the minimal 
number of indeterminutes in L = (X,, . . . , X, ) necessary to generate P is 
equal to dim(G,). 
In the next example we compute G, for a given polynomial PE 
R [ Xi, X,, X,] and find an expression for P using a minimal number of 
indeterminates in (Xi, X,, X, ) . 
EXAMPLE. Let P(X,, X,, X,) be the following polynomial: 
P(X,, X,, X,)=8X,3+ 12X,2X,+6X1X,2+X,3+X;--; 
-2X,2+X,X,+3X,X,+3X1+X,- fi. 
Since the nonconstant homogeneous components of P are given by 
P3( X,, X,, X,) =8X,3 + 12X,2X, +6X,X,2 +X,3 
P,(Xi, x,, X,)=X;-Xi-2X;+X1X3+3X2X3, 
P,(X,, X,, X,)=3X,+X,, 
(2) 
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then the minimal generating spaces of the homogeneous components are 
GPI=(V2&(Xi, X,, X,)) =(2X,+X,), 
GPe=(VP2(X1, X2, X,)) =(2X,+X,, -2X2+3X,, X,+3X,-4X,) 
G,,=(P,(X,,X2,X,))=(3X,+X2). 
Thus, 
G, = (G,, u G, u GP~ ) 
=(2X,+X,, -2X,+3X,, X,+3X,-4X3,3X,+X2). 
It is easy to check that 2X, +X, and -2X, +3X, form a basis for G,. 
Hence, the minimal generating space of P is given by 
G,=(2X,+X,,2X2-3X3). 
Since dim G, = 2 we can write P, according to the corollary to Theorem 
1, as a polynomial in two indeterminates. To this end, consider the isomor- 
phism T: L+L defined by 
y,=2x,+x,, Y2=2X2-3X,, and (say) Ys =X,. 
To obtain P*( Y1, Ys) = P*(2Xi +X,, 2X, -3X,) = P(X,, X2, X,), we 
calculate T-‘Y, which, substituted in (2), yields 
REMARK. From the point of view of practical computation, this proce- 
dure suffers from the fact that for a polynomial of high degree there are very 
many differential operators to be applied. However, we never need to apply 
more than n- 1 operators to a polynomial P(X,, . . . , X,). Indeed if the 
variable Xi does not occur in P, we already have a polynomial in <n 
variables. Otherwise there is a monomial u,,,,.~,X>* . * X2, a,,,#O, i,>O; we 
apply D(i,-Li,,...,L) to get a linear form Y, =b,X,+ * *. +b,X,, b,#O. 
Now write P(X,, . . . , X,) =P*(Yl, X2,. . . , X,); if X2 occurs in P*, apply an 
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operator to get c,Y, + c2X2 + * * . +c,,X, with c,#O, and set Y,=c,X, 
+ . . . +c,x,, P=P**(Y,,Y,, x,,.. .) X,). Thus, after m < n steps we have 
P(X I,..., X,)=P*yY~ ,..., Y,). 
However, an even simpler method to calculate G,, which involves only 
the gradient P, is given in the next section. 
3. A GEOMETRICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF G, 
In this section we give a geometrical characterization of Gk which in 
turn provides a fairly simple method for evaluating G,. 
In order to do so, let us consider the null space Np of G,, i.e., 
Np: ={uER”IZ(u)=OVZEGp}. 
It is clear that Np is isomorphic to Gk by the (canonical) isomorphism 
i : R”+(X) defined by i(u) = u. X. Therefore, it will suffice to regard Np. 
Now, since PER[G,], the following holds: 
P(x+u)=P(x) VXER”, VuENr. (3) 
We claim that (3) characterizes Nr. Indeed, let UER” satisfy (3) for all 
x ER”; by taking derivatives in x we obtain: 
D’P(x+u) =D’P(x) VxER”, VUEN~, VtEN”. (4) 
Thus, if we consider the derivatives in (4) restricted to ItI = p - 1 (where p 
denotes the degree of P), we obtain Z(u) = 0 for all Z E Grp. 
Analogously, for the values p - 2, p - 3,. . . , 1,O of It] we obtain Z(u) = 0 for 
all ZEG, respectively for k=p-l,p-2,...,1. Hence uEN,. 
Summarizing, we can state the desired geometrical characterization as 
follows: 
PROPOSITION 3. 
G;={u~xlP(x+h)=P(x) VXERJxER”}. (5) 
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Moreover, by differentiating in X both members of the equality P(x + Au) 
= P(x) in (S), and taking X = 0, we have: 
COROLLARY. 
Gp’= {u~x~VP(x)u=O VxER”}. (6) 
Now, Q(Y) : = VP(Y) *X=0 holds for all Y iff all the coefficients of Q are 
zero. Moreover, since these coefficients are linear combinations in X which 
by (6) have Nr as null space, they must generate G,. 
Summarizing: 
THEOREM 2. G, is generated by the coefficients of Q(Y) = VP(Y) * X. 
This result provides a short method of evaluating G,. Indeed, let us 
consider again the polynomial given in the former example, that is, 
P(X,, X,, X,)=8X;+ lZXfX,+SX,X;+X;+Xf-X; 
-2X;+X1X3+3X2X3+3X1+X2- a. 
Therefore, 
VP(y).x=(24Y,2 +24Y,Y, +6Y,2 +2Y, + Y, +3)X, +( -2Ys +3Y, +1)X, 
+ (12YF + 12Y,Y, + 3Y,2 - 4Ya + Yr + 3YJXa. 
By reordering in powers of Y, we have 
Vp(Y).X= (24X, + 12X,)Y,2 +(6X, +3X,)Y,” 
+(24X,+12X,)Y,Y,+(2XI+X,)Y, 
+(-2X,+3X,)Y,+(XI+3X,-4X,)Y,+(3X,+X,). 
Hence, we obtain as before 
G,=(BX,+X,, -2X,+3X,, X,+3X,-4X,,3X,+X,) 
=(2X,+X,,2Xs-3X,). 
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4. POLYNOMIAL SEPARATION 
A problem of interest in the field of statistics (cf. [l] and [2]) is to 
characterize the couples of polynomials P( Xi,. . . , X,) and Q( Xi,. . . , X,) for 
which there exists an isometry U: L-L such that we can write P and Q as 
P*(Y,,..., Y,) and Q*(Yk+p..., Y,) respectively, where Y = UX. Moreover, it 
is important to find the isometry U and the expressions for P* and Q*. 
DEFINITION. Let P and Q be two polynomials in R[X,, . . . , X,], let 
T: L+L be an isomorphism, and set Y = TX. Then we say that T separates P 
Tyk<aif P(T-‘Y)=P*(Y,,...,Y,) and Q(T-‘Y)=Q(Y,+,,...,Y,), where 
The following result, obtained as an immediate consequence of Theorem 
1, gives a complete answer to the problem stated above. 
THEOREM 3. Let P and Q be given polynomials in R[X,, . . . , X,]. Then 
there exists an isommphism (isorrwty) separating P j&m Q if and only if 
G,nG,=O (G,IGQ). 
(The computational work involved in Theorem 3 is clear from the 
example in the preceding section.) 
Proof. We prove only the assertion concerning the isometry. 
Since X is an orthogonal basis for L (cf. Sec. l), the existence of an 
isometry separating P from Q implies that Y ( = TX) is also orthogonal and 
hence G, I Go. 
For the converse, if G, l.GQ, then any orthogonal basis of G,@G, 
admits an orthogonal extension Y to L. Thus, the R-linear isomorphism T 
define by Y = TX is an isometry. 
5. REMARKS 
5.1. 
As a corollary to Theorem 1 we may state the following result: 
The differential ring R,(P) (cf. [3]), where 
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generated by P is the same as the ring R(L) generated by the linear functions 
in R,(P). 
5.2. 
Theorem 2 is a particular case of the following “reflection principle,” 
which allows us to calculate the derivatives of order k, without any further 
derivation, from those of order m-k, and conversely. 
To state this result define recursively 
VP(Y) *Xk: = v( V’P(Y) .xk-1) .x, 
where V’P(Y) *X ’ : = VP(Y) * X, and V denotes the gradient operator in Y. 
Now, let P be homogeneous polynomial of order m, let s = (sr, . . . , s,) E 
N”, and denote k: =m - IsI. Then the following equality holds: 
D”P(X)= s’!‘;; sra! c,(X), where VP(Y) *Xk= x c,(X)Y”. (7) 
Thus, to evaluate D”P(X) we display VkP(Y) .Xk as a polynomial in Y and 
look at the coefficient of Y”. 
To prove (7), we compare the coefficients of the Taylor’s expansion of 
P(X+Y) centered at X with those of the expansion centered at E. 
5.3. 
All that precedes is valid for graded algebras over commutative rings of 
characteristic zero. Moreover it obviously fails in characteristic p > 0 without 
some severe restrictions. 
I am indebted to Professors Allen Altman and Enrique Cabaiia and also to 
the referee for their ualuuble suggestions which led to substantial improve- 
ments of this paper. 
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